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Thermal gradients in nanomaterials can cause surface mass transport phenomena. However, the atomic
fluxes are challenging to quantify and the underlying atomic mechanisms are complex. Using low energy
electron microscopy we have examined in operando, under a thermal gradient of 104 K=m, the
thermomigration of supercooled Sið111Þ-1 × 1 advacancy islands. The islands move in the direction of
the thermal gradient at 0.26� 0.06 nm=s. This reveals that the adatoms move toward the cold region and
the effective force exerted on Si adatoms is 1.4� 0.4 × 10−8 eV=nm. We quantify the heat of transport of
Si atoms Q� ¼ 1.2� 0.4 eV and show that it corresponds to the combined effects of adatom creation at
step edges and adatom diffusion on atomically flat terraces.
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The random processes of atomic diffusion in materials
are modified under a thermal gradient. This phenomenon is
known under different terms, Soret effect, thermophoresis,
or thermomigration. This effect was first evidenced histor-
ically in homogeneous mixtures of atoms that become
heterogeneous in a thermal gradient. In solids it has been
shown that vacancies can displace toward higher or lower
temperature regions, depending on their formation and
diffusion energy barriers, while interstitial atoms displace
toward lower temperature regions [1–4]. At least three
different phenomena have been proposed to contribute to
thermomigration [5]: (i) an intrinsic thermal mass transport
phenomenon based on the change of atomic diffusion
coefficient between the high and low temperature regions;
(ii) a phonon contribution, due to scattering of phonons by
mobile atoms; and (iii) the momentum transfer from heat
carriers (charges) to mobile atoms.
Thermomigration is often considered as an undesirable

phenomenon, because it affects the stability of materials by
changing the atomic composition [6]. On the other hand, the
fabrication of nanomaterials whose shape, composition, and
position is tunable on demand is very appealing. In this
context, the application of external fields during the fab-
rication steps of nanomaterials has been considered. For
instance, electric fields have been used to fabricate nano-
junctions [7,8] or to modify surface morphologies [9,10].
Thermal gradients have also been demonstrated to activate
directed transport of mass along nanotubes [11] or nano-
wires [12]. Recently, a strategy has been proposed to control
the shape of a nanostructure by applying a macroscopic
external field such as a thermal gradient [13]. These
spectacular phenomena are, however, poorly understood
especially for nanostructures. The linear response theory
applied to the study of out-of-equilibrium phenomena of
mass transport has established the coupling between atomic
diffusion and external fields via the phenomenological

Onsager physical coefficients [14]. However, these coef-
ficients, such as the heat of transport that drives species
diffusion under a thermal bias, are extremely difficult to
measure experimentally and also to evaluate from quantum
mechanics basic principles. A successful approach to
quantify mass transport phenomena consists in studying
atomic step motion as they are abundant structures at
surfaces and they play a key role in mass transfers. In
particular, the capillary or electromigration forces have
been studied by addressing the spatiotemporal fluctuations
of the position of isolated or interacting steps [15–17]
or by considering the step displacement velocity [18–21].
These results are based on the modeling of the interplay
between the atomic migration mechanisms and the
velocity of migrating steps. This point is far from being
trivial [22–24] since the limiting atomic transport mecha-
nism and the boundary conditions for mass exchanges are
usually unknown. The description of this interplay is not
only the corner stone for the evaluation of the forces on
atoms, it also paves the way for new strategies for nano-
structures manipulation [25–27].
In this Letter, we propose to quantify the thermomigra-

tion force exerted on adatoms by measuring the surface
atomic flux when a thermal gradient is applied. The step
motion is used to detect and quantify the atomic fluxes. We
have applied this method to quantify the thermomigration
force on Si adatoms on the Si(111) surface. We have
achieved two essential conditions: (i) atomic motion occurs
predominantly at the interior of a confined 2D space closed
by a single step edge (a 2D advacancy island) via a large
difference of adatom diffusivity between the interior and
exterior and (ii) the driving force is induced by a linear
thermal gradient to bias the atomic migration. By meas-
uring the drift velocity of 2D islands induced by a thermal
gradient, we determine the effective force acting on
adatoms. This study is based on in operando observations
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of island motion on Si(111) surface. The experimental
setup uses low energy electron microscopy (LEEM) that
allows studying the spatiotemporal dynamics of mass
transfers at atomic step level [28]. From the kinetics of
mass transfers we deduce that the effective heat of transport
of the Si adatoms at the surface is 1.2� 0.4 eV. We
attribute this heat of transport to the combined effects of
the creation of Si adatoms at step edges and Si adatom
surface diffusion on the Si(111) atomic plane.
The experiments are performed in an ultrahigh vacuum

(UHV) setup equipped with a low energy electron micro-
scope (LEEM III, Elmitec GmbH) [28]. Si(111) substrates
(n or p doped, ρ ¼ 1 Ω cm, 9 × 9 mm2 sample size) are
rinsed with acetone and ethanol before introduction in
UHV. A thermal gradient is applied to the sample close to
the ½1̄ 1̄ 2� (or ½11̄0�) direction using a heating W filament
placed behind the sample on one side and a Mo plate placed
at the opposite side acting as a heat sink (see Supplemental
Material, Sec. 1 [29]). The local temperature is measured
with an Impac pyrometer that has been calibrated using the
Sið111Þ-ð1 × 1Þ to Sið111Þ-ð7 × 7Þ surface phase transition
occurring in the temperature range 1103–1133 K. The
measured thermal gradient is 1.3� 0.2 × 104 K=m. The Si
sample is degassed in UHV for several hours at about
1000 K and then flashed above 1500 K for a few seconds.
Extended advacancy islands (∼1 μm) are created by Si
sublimation in the middle of large terraces [30]. The surface
evolution under thermomigration is studied by LEEM in
bright field mode, using a sample bias of 0.5 eV.
LEEM images in Fig. 1(a) show the migration of a

Sið111Þ-ð1 × 1Þ advacancy island on a Si(111) surface. The
Sið111Þ-ð7 × 7Þ [Sið111Þ-ð1 × 1Þ] surface reconstruction
appears with a bright [dark] contrast. Upon slow cooling,
by decreasing the heating power, the low temperature
Sið111Þ-ð7 × 7Þ surface reconstruction nucleates at step
edges on the upper terraces [Fig. 1(a)-i] [31] and pro-
gressively spreads onto the whole surface [Figs. 1(a)-ii and
1(a)-iii]. Since the crystallographic structures of different
(7 × 7)-reconstructed domains do not necessarily match,
the (1 × 1) phase boundaries are created at their inter-
sections and are pinned at step edges. Contrary to the upper
step edge, the nucleation of the (7 × 7) phase is strongly
delayed at the lower step edge and in the middle of
the terrace [19]. Therefore the advacancy island stays
in a metastable supercooled Sið111Þ-ð1 × 1Þ state [see
Figs. 1(a)-i–1(a)-iv] [32]. This effect was originally
described as a hysteresis of the ð1 × 1Þ ↔ ð7 × 7Þ phase
transition temperature [33]. Since the linear thermal gra-
dient is 1.3� 0.2 × 104 K=m, the temperature difference
between two opposite sides of the advacancy island along
the thermal gradient is 0.04 K (distance ∼3 μm).
It is small enough to keep the advacancy island in the ð7 ×
7Þ and ð1 × 1Þ coexistence range. Figures 1(a)-iii and
1(a)-iv show that the supercooled advacancy island
migrates in the direction of the thermal gradient. The

initial phase boundaries, attached at the step edge of the
island, follow the island displacement. After a transitory
stage, due to sample thermalization and expanding of the
(7 × 7) surface reconstruction, the island migrates in a
steady state with a slight facetting of the so-called unfaulted
step edges perpendicular to the h112̄i direction [34]. During
∼900 s, the advacancy island moves ∼190 nm and the
average velocity of the center of mass is constant: V isl ¼
0.21� 0.02 nm=s. The study of the thermomigration of
many islands shows no size dependence and an average
velocity and deviation V isl ¼ 0.26� 0.06 nm=s (see Movie
S3 in Supplemental Material [29]). Similar results are also

FIG. 1. (a) Sequence of four LEEM images of a Sið111Þ-ð1×1Þ
supercooled advacancy island on a Sið111Þ-ð7 × 7Þ surface under
a thermal gradient (see complete Movie S2 in Supplemental
Material [29]). (a)-i: slow decay of temperature below ð1 × 1Þ ↔
ð7 × 7Þ phase transition temperature to induce the nucleation of
the (7 × 7) surface reconstruction at the upper step edge of the
island (1133 K). (a)-ii: expansion of the (7 × 7) on the whole
upper terrace (1103 K). (a)-iii,(a)-iv: occurrence of a steady state
thermomigration motion of the advacancy island close to the
½1̄ 1̄ 2� direction (12� 5° upward), i.e., along the thermal gradient
(hot region). Sið111Þ-ð1 × 1Þ out-of-phase boundaries at the
(7 × 7) domain intersections are pinned at the island edge (see
white arrows). Black arrows show an immobile defect at the
surface that is used to correct the island position from the sample
thermal drift. Sample bias for LEEM imaging: E ¼ 0.5 eV. The
image is slightly under focus to improve the contrast. (b) Scheme
of the surface evolution under thermomigration. (c) Time evo-
lution of the displacement of advacancy islands. The steady
velocity of the center of mass is 0.21� 0.02 nm=s (black
squares). Red and green squares correspond to the displacement
of two additional islands (see, respectively, Supplemental
Material Secs. 3 and 4 [29]).
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obtained considering, for instance, the ½11̄0� direction for
the thermal gradient (see Movie S4 in Supplemental
Material [29]). From the lack of size dependency of the
velocity, we can deduce that terrace diffusion is the
dominant atomic transport mechanism of Si adatoms [24].
This result corroborates previous measurements obtained at
and above the ð1 × 1Þ ↔ ð7 × 7Þ phase transition tempera-
ture [20]. Let us note that the mechanism of periphery
diffusion of adatoms along the step edge is negligible
since the velocity should decay as 1=R (R is the island
radius) [21,35], and no evidence of such a behavior is
observed. In addition, attachment and detachment (AD)
processes at step edges are comparatively very fast since for
AD limited kinetics the velocity should increase linearly
with the island size [35]. This is also in accordance with a
kinetic length of attachment-detachment of a few hundreds
of nanometers whereas the island size is> 1 μm [20]. Then
the terrace diffusion mechanism of Si adatoms may occur
outside the island, i.e., on the upper (7 × 7) terrace, and/or
inside the island, i.e., on the lower (1 × 1) terrace. As
shown by Hibino et al. [19,36], the surface diffusivity of Si
adatoms on the (1 × 1) is much larger than on the (7 × 7)
(ratio ∼20). Therefore we can conclude that in the super-
cooled state, the limiting mass transport phenomenon of the
advacancy island is terrace diffusion inside the island, i.e.,
in a confined area limited by a single atomic step. The
resulting island drift velocity V isl reads

V isl ¼
ceq

1 − ceq
vad; ð1Þ

where ceq is the equilibrium surface concentration of
mobile adatoms and vad is the adatom’s velocity on the
(1 × 1) terrace. The ½1=ð1 − ceqÞ� term corrects the veloc-
ity with advection [37], i.e., the sweeping effect on the
adatoms due to the step motion. To estimate the adatom
velocity vad we have to determine ceq. We have previously
shown that there is 0.24� 0.04 monolayer of adatoms on
the (1 × 1) surface of the advacancy island [21]. This
result is similar to the adatom concentration on a (1 × 1)
surface even though here the step edge is hybrid, i.e.,
(1 × 1) reconstructed on the lower terrace and (7 × 7) on
the upper one. This observation is thermodynamically
consistent since the equilibrium concentration of adatoms
on a terrace is related to a difference of energy between
two states: an atom attached at a step edge and on a terrace
(adatom). As the chemical environments of an atom at a
(7 × 7) or a (1 × 1) step edge are similar and very distinct
from an adatom on top of a (1 × 1) terrace, we expect that
the step edge reconstruction only slightly modifies the
equilibrium concentration. We derive finally the adatom
velocity vad ¼ 1.9� 0.4 nm=s on the (1 × 1) surface
reconstruction at 1103 K. Let us note that the step edge
on Si(111) is a bilayer; therefore the considered equilib-
rium concentration ceq in Eq. (1) is 0.12� 0.02 bilayer. In

the framework of the linear response theory, considering a
weak thermomigration force [24], this velocity derives
from the Einstein relation vad ¼ ðΩD=kBTÞF, where
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature,
Ω ¼ 0.064 nm2 the atomic area, D the diffusion coeffi-
cient, and F the thermomigration force. Therefore the
force F on Si adatoms can be obtained since the diffusion
coefficient D is known. Hibino et al. have found Dceq ¼
3.0 × 107 s−1 [19,32] at the phase transition temperature.
Pang et al. have obtained by different approaches Dceq ¼
1.8� 0.4 × 107 s−1 [20] in a slightly higher temperature
regime (1163 K). Considering an average value for
D we can deduce the amplitude of the thermomigration
force F ¼ 1.4� 0.4 × 10−8 eV=nm. The aforementioned
hypothesis of a weak thermomigration force is validated
a posteriori by comparing the thermomigration length
ξ ¼ kBT=F ¼ 6.8 mm with the interatomic distance
a ¼ 0.384 nm.
We propose in the following a modeling of the thermo-

migration process of the island in the framework of a one-
dimensional Burton-Cabrera-Frank model [38]. We assume
a thermally activated process of diffusion on a terrace
limited by two step edges [see Fig. 2(a)]. Since the
temperature is not homogeneous at the sample surface,
the adatoms experience a change of jump frequency along
the thermal gradient [2]. Considering a jump frequency
ν ¼ ν0e−Ed=kBT , where ν0 is a prefactor and Ed is the
diffusion energy barrier, the adatom velocity along the
thermal gradient is [Fig. 2(b)]

vad ¼ a½νðTÞ − νðT þ δTÞ� ¼ a2ν0e−Ed=kBT

kBT

�
−Ed

T
δT
a

�
;

ð2Þ

where δT is the difference of temperature between two
neighboring atomic sites at distance a and ðδT=aÞ is the
thermal gradient. We can identify Eq. (2) with the Einstein

relation, and F⃗ ¼ −ðEd=TÞ∇T
�!

is the thermomigration
force. This force originates from the change of diffusion
coefficient along the thermal gradient and is directed
toward the cold side. Considering that more generally

the thermomigration force reads F⃗ ¼ −ðQ�=TÞ∇T
�!

, where

FIG. 2. (a) Scheme of the mass transfer process: detachment of
atoms from the step at the hot side, biased terrace diffusion and
attachment of atoms at the step (cold side). (b) Model of atomic
jump in the direction opposite to the thermal gradient .
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Q� is the heat of transport that drives the atomic transport,
Q� is the diffusion energy barrier of adatoms Ed. Since the
adatoms are migrating opposite to the thermal gradient, the
advacancy island migrates toward the hot side, as observed
experimentally for the Sið111Þ-ð1 × 1Þ advacancy islands.
In this 1D model the step edges control the boundary
conditions: at the hot side, the step is acting as an adatom
source, and at the cold side, the step is an adatom sink.
Since the attachment and detachment processes of adatoms
at step edges are not limiting the island motion, we assume
that the kinetics of atomic transfers is infinitely fast and the
local concentration of adatoms at step edges is thus at
equilibrium. Nevertheless, the two opposite step edges have
a temperature offset ΔT due to the thermal gradient [see
Fig. 2(a)]. Then the equilibrium adatom concentration is
higher on the hot side than on the cold side. Considering
that the equilibrium concentration is also given by a
thermally activated process ceq ¼ c0e−Ec=kBT , where c0 is
a prefactor and Ec is the creation energy barrier of adatoms
at step edges, we obtain the island velocity in the steady
state regime (see Sec. 5 in Supplemental Material [29]):

V⃗ isl ¼
DceqΩ

ð1 − ceqÞkBT
�
−
Ed þ Ec

T
∇T
�!�

: ð3Þ

The resulting effective force on the adatoms is

F⃗ ¼ −½ðEd þ EcÞ=T�∇T�!
, and the deduced heat of trans-

port, Q� ¼ Ed þ Ec, has two contributions: the diffusion
energy barrier on the terrace and the creation energy of
adatoms at step edges. Since we have experimentally
evaluated the thermomigration force F, we can now deduce
the heat of transportQ� ¼ −FðT=∇TÞ ¼ 1.2� 0.4 eV and
compare with Ed þ Ec as derived from our Burton-
Cabrera-Frank-based model [38] of island velocity under
thermomigration. The sum Ed þ Ec has been previously
evaluated by Pang et al. (1.53 eV [20]) and Hibino et al.
(1.3 eV [19]) in the context of island decay via capillary
forces. Other estimation of Ed þ Ec based on step edge
fluctuation analysis (1.2 eV [39]) or step motion under
sublimation conditions (1.9 eV [40]) also show close
agreement with Q�. The measured heat of transport is thus
compatible with a dominant flux of adatoms induced by the
gradients of diffusion coefficient at the surface and equi-
librium concentration of adatoms at step edges. The
influence of the heat current carried by the charge carriers
and phonon current on adatom’s displacement appear to be
negligible. This result confirms that our experimental
approach is well suited to determine the heat of transport
of Si adatoms. Interestingly, such a method has been
recently applied in the context of supercooled Si advacancy
islands on Si(111) but applying an electric field to induce
the electromigration phenomenon [21]. Then considering
both studies, the ratio of the velocity of thermomigrating
islands (VTM

isl ) and electromigrating islands (VEM
isl ) is equal

to the ratio of the thermal and electric forces applied on
adatoms. This ratio allows us to get rid of the measurement
of the adatoms’ diffusivity and to directly estimate the ratio
of two fundamental quantities for Si adatoms, i.e., the heat
of transport and the effective valence Z� (considering that
the electric force reads FEM ¼ eZ�E [41], where e is the
electron charge and E the applied electric field), then

Q�

Z� ¼ −FTM T
∇T

FEM

eE

¼ −
�
VTM
isl

VEM
isl

��
eET
∇T

�
; ð4Þ

and we deduce from Ref. [21] that ðQ�=Z�Þ ¼ −0.7�
0.2 eV for Si adatoms.
Let us note that our approach of step motion measure-

ment to estimate the force exerted on adatoms is based on
the presence of an asymmetry between both sides of an
atomic step. This asymmetry is expected in most systems
due to the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier [42,43]: the energy
barriers for uphill and downhill diffusion at a step edge
have no reason to be same even though the energy differ-
ence may be small. Moreover, systems with different
surface termination on both sides of a step edge are good
candidates to evaluate the thermomigration force since the
adatom diffusivity is strongly modified by the surface
structure.
In conclusion, we have observed and described at the

atomic level the thermomigration phenomenon on the Si
(111) surface. The study of the atomic transport mecha-
nisms is based on the characterization of the migration of
adatoms confined in a 2D space. Using a supercooled state
of the Si(111) surface, we have been able to maintain an
advacancy island in the (1 × 1) high temperature state
surrounded by the (7 × 7) low temperature state. Thanks to
the large difference of atomic diffusivity of both surface
structures, this regime allows keeping the atomic exchanges
only inside the 2D island. By measuring the island velocity
with in operando LEEM, under a thermal gradient, and
analyzing the migration processes, we show the following.
(i) Si adatom migration on the Sið111Þ-ð1 × 1Þ terrace is
biased in the direction opposite to the thermal gradient.
(ii) Extremely small forces exerted on adatoms can be
quantified: F ¼ 1.4� 0.4 × 10−8 eV=nm. (iii) The funda-
mental heat of transport is deduced: Q� ¼ 1.2� 0.4 eV
and attributed to the diffusion energy and creation energy
barriers of adatoms. We hope that this experimental work
will be a benchmark for further experimental and theoreti-
cal investigations on the surface dynamics of mass transfers
in the presence of a thermal gradient.
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